1. Introduction. In this paper we shall employ the distorted plane waves (generalized eigenfunctions) w*(x; ¿j) constructed in a preceding paper [1] (2) to investigate the problem of scattering in a perturbed infinite cylinder £2. We assume that the reader is familiar with the notation used in I.
Generalized eigenfunctions were first used to construct a scattering operator by Ikebe [2] . He studied the operators -A and -A+q(x) acting on L2(R"), where q(x) is a potential function. This method was also used to construct a scattering operator for the wave equation in the exterior of a bounded obstacle by Shenk [5] . The exterior problem has been treated by Lax and Phillips [4] , using a different approach. They constructed the scattering operator with the aid of certain abstract representation theorems. They then applied their theory to obtain a complete set of generalized eigenfunctions of the reduced wave equation in an exterior domain. The methods of [4] are not applicable in their present form to our problem.
We begin in §2 by defining certain Hubert spaces 3^0 and ^Cx of initial data for the wave equation with zero boundary conditions in S and £2, respectively. (It may easily be shown that all of the arguments in this paper carry over to the case of a semi-infinite cylinder as well as to the case of the boundary conditions discussed in I.) In Theorem 2.1 we establish the existence of a group of unitary transformations <$l0(t) WO] acting on 3fQ [Jr°] .
In §3, we construct spectral representations for the operators ^0(0 WO]-These spectral representations are expressed in terms of the functions w"(x; Ç). In §4, we define the wave operators #"*. We prove that the operators iT* exist as unitary transformations. This follows from Theorem 4.1.
We discuss the scattering operator ^=(^+)-1#"-in §5. An immediate consequence of the existence of the scattering operator is a local energy decay theorem for the solutions p°(x, t) of the wave equation in S with finite energy, which vanish on S. It is shown that f [\Vp°(x, t)\2+\p?(x,t)\2]dx-+0 asi-^±oo for each bounded subset B of S. No information is given, however, concerning the rate of decay. Finally, in §6 we extend the arguments of §4 to establish the existence, unitarity, and invariance of the wave operators W±(y(A112), <p(y4j'2)) for a wide class of real-valued functions 9. A result of this kind was obtained by Kato [3] for the case in which Aa and A are selfadjoint operators whose difference is of trace class. Shenk [6] treated the case in which A0= -A on L2(RN), and A = -A on L2(Q), Q. being a domain with finite, smooth boundary.
2. The unitary groups. Suppose 5 is an infinite cylinder in RN (N^2) and Og5 is the perturbed infinite cylinder defined in I. For simplicity we assume that the selfadjoint operator A has no point eigenvalues. The case in which eigenvalues are present will be discussed in §4. We begin by defining Hubert spaces, J^0 and #?, of initial data in S and Ü, respectively. Given ya)(x) in CÔ(&) and <pm(x) in C"(Q), set <p = [(P(i), 9(2)] and
Jn Define 3t to be the completion of Cq(Q) ® C0°°(Q) under the norm, ¡| \\oe-We define a Hubert space ^ similarly.
It follows from the definitions that ^0 = B0 ®L2(S) and JC = B ®L2(Q), where B0 [B] is the completion of C"(S) [Co(ü)] under the norm given by Js | V^(jc)|2 dx Lfn Iv<p(*)I2 dx]. It is easy to see that B0=ñ1(S) and B=fii(Q). This follows from the estimate (2.1) ll9l|o
where the constant C is independent of the function <p(x) in Cq(S) [C"(Q)]. (2.1) is clearly equivalent to the fact that 0 is not in the spectrum of A0 [A] . We next establish the existence of solutions of the initial value problem for the wave equation in Q. with zero boundary values on Ù. (The same proof goes through for the homogeneous boundary conditions considered in I.) This will be accomplished by means of a separation of variables in the representation space CO H = © L2 (-cc,cc;dpn(e)) where dpn(£) = de. (c) Integrating by parts and using the boundary condition and the spectral representation, we have \p+ (-, on» = fa [ivm+(*, oi2+|^|^|2] 
This proves part (c).
(d) All of the preceding arguments go through with + " replaced by " ~. We thus have a function p~(x, t) satisfying the conditions
We show that p+(x, t)=p~(x, t). Set v(x, t)=p+(x, t)-p~(x, t). Note that (2.6) W-,0»i™+K-,Olli™+IM-,Ollo™ = cT for \t | ^ T. Now, since r(x, ?) satisfies conditions (ii) and (v), we may apply Green's formula and estimate (2.6) (to justify interchanging the order of integrations) to obtain Q.E.D.
We denote p + (x, t) = p~(x, t) by p(x, t). We now define a group of unitary mappings <f(0 from JF onto #t°. Suppose y}(x) e Co(Q),j= 1, 2, and <p = [q>x, <p2]. Set (2.7) <%(t)<P = M-,t),pt(-,t)].
By the conservation of energy ^(t) is isometric. Extend °U(t) to all of ¿P by continuity. It is easily seen that they form a strongly continuous group of unitary transformations from J? onto ^ i.e.
Similarly if 93/x) e C?(S), y-1, 2, and <p=[<px,<p2], we set <^0(i)<p=[/x°(-, t), /*?(•» 0]» where the function p°(x, t) may be constructed in the same manner as p(x, t) with £2 replaced by S. Again ^0(0 may be extended to form a strongly continuous group of unitary transformations from ^ onto Jt0.
3. The spectral representations. In this section we shall construct spectral representations, ^~° and W*, for the unitary groups ^0(0 and ^(0> respectively. The range of these spectral representations will be the Hilbert space H2 = H © H. Suppose/= [fx,f2] e ^ Set rt n r±/-_ ** _ _l/r(í2+"n)i,2/a,±n(a-//^(ai\ "Ye H2-Similarly, for g= [gx, g2] in Jf0, set (3 2ï sr»v -go --L ;r(í2+*'n)1,2/a?n(a-^?"(ai\ 1 ; g g " v2iL(i2+vn)i,2/Ä(o+'/r2?"(di 
e Sf°, then we have G=$~+g where
Since H2 = SfE © 5^°, we have proven that^"+ is unitary.
(b) Suppose /=L/i,/a]6^ Then from (3.1), the definitions (2.3) of a+ (¿¡) and ß"(0< and similar definitions of a~(£) and ßn(£), it follows that
Using the definition (2.7) of C/(0, we have
Theorem 2.1 gives
Hence (3.7) (f+^'V^O-íWí^í) = 2(P+vJu*«+(t) exp [/(P + O1,20.
Combining (3.5) , (3.6) , (3.7) and (3.8), we see that Theorem 3.1 is proven. Q.E.D.
We next obtain an expression for the inverse of ST±. Suppose F={[Fa)n(g), F(2)"(f)]} e H2. Using (3.1) it is easy to verify that (3.9)
Finally we note that a theorem analogous to Theorem 3.1 holds for the transformation $~° defined by (3.2) . LT0)-1 is given by
where F={[F (1) Proof. We shall carry through the proof for the case / ~> +00. Our aim is to prove that lim#-+W(t)f=3r0f License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Using the properties of the spectral representations T0, T+, and T" as well as the inversion formula (3.10), we have «W¿; 0 = M^+^'Wí'W^fl-WO^'W'li) +(u(-t)ju0(-t)<pa)n)^(e)+i(u(-t)ju0(-t)A0-i'2cp,2)n)+-(e)] -M-WO^'W+tO+WO^+tí)
Rearranging the terms on the right hand side of the preceding equation and making repeated use of the triangle inequality, we obtain the following inequality
.4) +mAii2u(-t)ju0(-t)<Pa^(o-(u(-t)JAí0i2u0(-t)cPw)r(e)\\li +W(Aii2u(-t)jA^¡2u0(-t)9{2))r(e) -i(u(-t)ju0(-t)<pi2))r(e)\\H = «l/i(-, 0IU+ ||/a(-, 0IU+ II4(-, 0U+1/*(-, ou + \\h(-,t)\\H+\\i6(-,t)\U
In order to prove that the right hand side of (4.4) -> 0 as t->co, we establish the following lemma. 
Hence (4.7) U0(t)m = 0(\xN\-J).
(Similarly it follows that DKUo(t)4>(x) = 0(\xN\-J) for «c=l, 2,....) (4.6) combined with (4.7) shows that the right hand side of (4.5) converges in the ordinary sense, i.e. To show that the limit on the right hand side of (4.13) exists as T->ao, we prove that (4.14) Vn(x;Z;t;e) = 0((l + \t\)-2)
uniformly for x in compact subsets of S, P + vn in [a, b] , all t, and 0 ^ e sign t¿l. We shall show that the right hand side of (4.16) has the value (4.18) £ Ki(x; e)Kx) dx, where K¿(x; 0 = w°(x; 0-a(;t)wn+(x; 0.
(We have extended o(x)w+(x; 0 to S-Ü by defining it to be zero there.) Once we establish that the limit in (4.16) is equal to (4.18) , the lemma will be proven. Since (A + e2 + vn)w°(x; 0 = 0, we may replace -o(x)w£(x; 0 in (4.16) by K¿(x; 0. Interchanging the order of the integrals, we see that the right hand side of (4.16) is equal to (4.19) lim f (A + e2 + vn)Kn+(x; 0 f Vn(x; f ; t; e) dt dx. zn(x; 0 = 0, on S, as well as the "incoming" radiation conditions at infinity. Therefore J" Vn(x; e;t;e)dt-> zn(x; 0.
Since the first integrand in (4.19) has compact support we may take the limit under the first integral. Thus (4.19) may be expressed as (4.21) J" zn(x; |)(A + $2 + vn)Kn+ (x; 0 dx.
Since for |xw| large, K"(x; f)= -v¡(x; 0 and zn(x; f) both satisfy the incoming radiation conditions, we may integrate by parts and use (4.20) to conclude that (4.21) is equal to (4.18). The lemma is thus proven. Q.E.D.
We next want to show that each term on the right hand side of (4.4) -> 0 as r -^ oo. Consider I2. Suppose t¡ -> oo as j -> oo. The sequence of elements {T + (W(tj)Ay2<pa))} satisfies the condition (4.22) T + (W(t,)Al'\a)) -T°Al'2<pa)
in H as tj -> oo (-> denotes weak convergence in the Hubert space). To prove this we note that since <pm(x) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1, Ay\a)(x) does also. Hence it follows from Lemma 4.1 that We show that of T°<pm, it follows easily that max \Ay2U0(t)<pa)(x)\ = 0(|f I"1) for large \t\.
XEB
This completes the proof of (4.24).
We now apply the following well-known theorem. Given a sequence of elements hj and an element A satisfying the following conditions in a Hubert space :
(a) hj -*■ A as j -> oo, and (b) ||A,||-|A||asy-co. Then ||Ay-A|| ->0 as/' -co.
In our case (4.22) and (4.24) show that the sequence T(W(t¡)Ao,2<pa)) and the element T0Ao'2<P(x) satisfy conditions (a) and (b) in H. Hence we conclude that ||/a(-, t)\H -Oasi -oo. Similar reasoning shows that \\h(-, t)\\H, ||/3(-, t)\\H and ||/4(-, OIU ->Oas / -oo. We have thus proven that lim {0(1)n(£, i)} = {(f2 + "n)1,29<ï,"(0-/9(2°,"(0} in H.
Í-+00
It follows in the same way that lim {O>(2>"(0 0} = {(£2 + "n)1,2&?)"(0 + ^(^(0} in H.
Í-.00
Since the elements <p = [<pi, <p2] are dense in 3^0, we have proven (4.2) . Similarly it follows using the definition (3.1) of 5"-that limt^ . x^~ if (t)f=^0f in H2.
Thus the theorem is proven. Q.E.D. We may remove the restriction that the operator A has no point eigenvalues. All of the results of § §2-4 remain true with eigenvalues present. The unitary groups°U (t) and the spectral representations ^'± are constructed in the same way. In order to prove Theorem 4.1 for this case, we need the following lemma. Lemma 4.2. Suppose ¡/>(x) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1. Suppose also that X is an eigenvalue of A of multiplicity m and wa\x),..., w(m)(x) are the associated orthonormal eigenfunctions. Then (4.25) lim (W(tW>, 1*«%» = 0, lújúm.
(-. ± CO Proof. It follows from I that m<cc. Let P, denote the space spanned by the eigenfunction wU)(x). Using the unitarity of U(t) and the definition of P¡, we have \t(w(t)t,w«\m\2 = \t(p,w(ty,, w^u\a = ll'W'MUIK'ILr» Proof. Suppose/y (j=l, 2) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1. We may' use the spectral representation «^~° and integrate by parts as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 to show that maxB \p°(x, t)\ = 0(\t\'1) and maxB \pf(x, 0| = O(|iI""1). (5.1) now follows for arbitrary elements/in ^ by taking the limit in JP0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.1 could also be proven by using the fact that the right hand side of (4.1) is independent of the "cutoff" function <j(x). We now define the scattering operator if as follows: (5.2) S?f=(iT+yiW-f for/in Jf0. Thus m(t)g = ali(t)iV'-f. Using the definition of tT", the unitarity of *%(t), and (5.1) we see that
